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The results of angle-resolved de Haas–van Alphen oscillations in SrRuO3 single crystals are reported. At
least six fundamental frequencies of oscillation are detected between 100 and 11 000 T. The effective mass of
the charge carriers is measured for each orbit and ranges from 4.1 to 6.9 me. The mean free path length of the
charge carriers is between 640 and 5500 Å or roughly 100–1000 times the unit cell dimensions. The measured
frequencies are compared to the Fermi surface calculated by Santi and Jarlborg.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Even though it has been studied for over 40 years,1 a
thorough understanding of the electronic structure of the itin-
erant ferromagnetic metal SrRuO3 remains elusive. SrRuO3
is a member of the layered strontium-ruthenate Ruddlesden-
Popper series. Single layer Sr2RuO4 is a superconductor pos-
sibly with p-wave spin-triplet pairing.2 Bilayer Sr3Ru2O7
shows no evidence for magnetic long-range order, but does
possess two metamagnetic transitions and a magnetic field
tuned quantum critical point.3 The infinite layer, pseudocu-
bic, SrRuO3 exhibits a ferromagnetic transition at 165 K.4

While insight into these materials has grown over the years,
there is a lack of connection between theoretical predictions
of the electronic band structure and experimental results.

Numerous band structure calculations for SrRuO3 based
on the local spin density approximation �LSDA� have been
reported.5–8 The 4d orbitals of ruthenium lead to strongly
correlated narrow bands close to the Fermi level. In a para-
magnetic band structure, the Fermi surface �FS� is deter-
mined by the number of electrons �Luttinger’s theorem�,
while for a compound with a ferromagnetic ground state,
such as SrRuO3, the splitting of the majority and minority
spin bands changes with the magnetic moment. The position
of the Fermi level with respect to the band features is then
less well determined. In addition, distortions of the perov-
skite structure also contribute to the energy balance leading
to magnetic long range order. Mazin and Singh5,6 correctly
predict ferromagnetism with an ordered Ru magnetic mo-
ment of 1.59 �B, in good agreement with the experimental
value of 1.6 �B measured on films through point-contact An-
dreev reflection.9 They also obtain a strong hybridization of
the Ru 4d electrons with the O 2p orbitals and significant
spin differentiation in the transport properties based on the
Fermi velocities. Allen et al.7 also calculated the electronic
structure of SrRuO3 and investigated its consequences on the
thermodynamic and transport properties. A thorough study of
the FS of CaRuO3 and SrRuO3 was presented by Santi and
Jarlborg.8

Numerous agreements between theory and experiment
have led to a widespread acceptance of the band structure
results. However, a much stronger test is a direct comparison

of the predicted and experimentally determined FS. The FS
of SrRuO3 was previously probed through the measurement
of Shubnikov–de Haas �S–dH� oscillations in the electrical
resistivity of thin film samples.10 A comparison of the results
of this study to the theoretical predictions is only a partial
success. While some of the observed orbits fit well into the
existing theories, there are other predicted orbits that are con-
spicuously absent. However, it is possible that these missing
orbits could be accounted for by considering the restricted
range of spatial orientation possible for thin film samples.
This geometrical limitation �which prevented the probe of
the entire FS� can be avoided by using three-dimensional
single crystal samples in lieu of thin films.

The motivation of this paper is to carry out angle-resolved
S–dH and de Haas–van Alphen �dH–vA� measurements in
very high magnetic fields on single crystals of SrRuO3 and
compare these with the existing FS from LSDA calculations.
Large magnetic fields suppress part of the strong interactions
between the electrons and reduce the effective masses. Under
these circumstances LSDA calculations �although they do
not include all the correlations� can give accurate descrip-
tions of the FS. LSDA calculations have been used with a
high rate of success in predicting the band structure of many
systems including some very highly correlated electron sys-
tems such as UPt3

11 and the superconductor Sr2RuO4.12

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II is devoted to the sample preparation and characteriza-
tion. In Sec. III. we briefly review the Lifshitz–Kosevich
equation for the oscillations of the magnetization as a func-
tion of field and the corrections necessary to account for the
demagnetization field in a ferromagnet. In Sec. IV we
present and discuss the results of our angle-resolved mea-
surements. A summary of the results and conclusions are
given in Sec. V.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

Single crystal samples were grown using a self-flux
method. Off-stoichiometric mixtures of RuO2,SrCO3, and
SrCl2 were placed in platinum crucibles and heated to
1500 °C. The mixture was soaked for 24 h at 1500 °C and
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then cooled at 2 °C/h to 1350 °C. The samples were then
rapidly cooled to room temperature in an attempt to prevent
twinning. The resulting crystals were rectangular parallelepi-
peds with varied sizes up to �1.0�1.0�0.5 mm with the
short dimension always being along the c-axis.

Despite the rapid quench to room temperature, a sizable
fraction of the crystals exhibited a twinned structure in the
ab-plane. For this reason, and to ensure composition and
phase integrity, it was necessary to carefully screen the
samples used in this study. The samples were characterized
with x-ray diffraction �XRD�, energy dispersive x-ray analy-
sis �EDX�, differential interference contrast optical polarized
light microscopy �DIC�, and tunneling electron microscopy
�TEM�. XRD and EDX results indicated that the samples
were of the SrRuO3 phase without any measurable impurity
phases. DIC data were used to find crystals untwinned down
to the optical resolution of �1 �m. Twinned crystals were
easily identified using this approach as the twinned regions
were typically on the order of 10–100 �m in agreement with
the difference in the a- and b-axis unit cell dimensions. This
was later verified via TEM to much higher resolution �of the
order 1 nm�. Portions of the samples were studied via TEM,
a destructive measurement, which also confirmed that the
samples were single phased.

Following the aforementioned selection process, the
samples were carefully characterized in terms of their elec-
trical and magnetic properties to ensure that they were of the
highest quality possible. The magnetic susceptibility of the
samples was measured as a secondary check of the sample
purity and single phased nature. It is known that doping of
other elements into SrRuO3 results in a reduction in the Cu-
rie temperature.4,13 For the samples used in this study Tc was
determined to be 165 K, supporting the previous conclusion
that they contain no significant impurity doping. Further-
more, no other magnetic phases were observed.

Electrical resistivity results indicated residual resistivity
of 2 �� cm at 4 K and a residual resistivity ratio �RRR
=R�300 K� /R�4 K�� of 140. This represents a significant im-
provement over previously reported data on single crystals4

as well as thin film samples.14 This is important in quantum
oscillation experiments as the purity of the sample directly
relates to the mean free path �mfp� of charge carriers. For
oscillations to be observed, the mfp must exceed the length
of the closed orbit.

It should be noted that there were multiple crystallites
�accounting for roughly 5% of the total sample mass� at-
tached to the primary crystal. These crystallites are not ex-
pected to influence the dH–vA or S–dH results due to the
relatively small quantity and the fact that they are not evident
in the XRD and magnetization data.

III. LIFSHITZ–KOSEVICH EQUATION

Oscillations in physical properties depend on the closed
orbits of the FS and arise from the quantized cyclotron mo-
tion of the electrons in magnetic fields.15 According to the
Lifshitz–Kosevich equations, the oscillatory part of the mag-
netization, Mosc, due to an orbit of extremal area Ae perpen-
dicular to the applied field B is given by

Mosc � �mperpB�1/2R sin�s
2�f

B
+ �� , �1�

where the frequency of oscillation, f�B�= �q /2�e�Ae�B�, is
proportional to the area of the extremal orbit and thus depen-
dent on the orientation of the sample in the applied field.
Here s denotes the order of the harmonic, � is a phase, and
mperp is the effective mass perpendicular to the orbit. R is a
damping factor accounting for decreased oscillation ampli-
tude due to the smearing of the FS orbit by temperature and
scattering. The effective mass, m*, of the charge carriers can
be determined through R=X / sinh X, where X=2�2skB�T
+TD�m* / �qeB� and TD is the Dingle temperature, which is a
parameter related to the lifetime of the quasiparticles and
represents scattering of the carriers out of the closed orbit.

B represents the magnetic field experienced by the charge
carriers. In a paramagnetic metal this is simply the external
magnetic field. In the case of a ferromagnetic metal, how-
ever, the demagnetization field internal to the sample reduces
the applied field. For a saturated ferromagnet, the demagne-
tization field is given by 4�DM, where M is the magnetiza-
tion and D is the demagnetization factor, a geometric factor
that depends on the sample geometry and its orientation in
the field. Low field magnetization measurements taken in a
dc SQUID magnetometer were used to determine the demag-
netization factor for each sample. The saturation magnetiza-
tion was measured with a vibrating sample magnetometer in
applied fields up to 30 T. These data were combined and
used to determine the demagnetization field present in the
samples.

Due to magnetic breakdown,16 oscillations corresponding
to frequencies that are linear combinations of extremal FS
cross sections may occur in the presence of large magnetic
fields. In addition, frequency mixing may also occur as a
consequence of ferromagnetic long range order.17 The elec-
trons experience the magnetic induction rather than the ap-
plied field and the magnetic induction contains the dH–vA
oscillations. The resulting nonlinear equation again yields
frequencies that are linear combinations of extremal FS cross
sections. This phenomenon has been observed in various
metals.18

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The magnetoresistance �MR� was measured at 30 mK in
order to provide an independent verification for subsequent
dH–vA measurements as well as to establish a connection
with previous experiments.10 The data were collected using a
standard four-probe technique with the electrical contacts
placed linearly in the ab-plane along either the a- or b-axis.
Low current ac techniques were used due to limitations on
the heat load that would be dissipated in the sample at the
temperatures of interest. The magnitude of the resistivity was
calibrated using dc techniques at higher temperatures where
heat dissipation is not an issue.

Resistivity data with applied magnetic field in the
ab-plane are shown in Fig. 1�a�. S–dH oscillations are barely
perceptible in the raw data due to the small amplitude of
oscillation. However, when the smooth background MR, de-
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termined using a low order polynomial fit to the raw data, is
subtracted, the oscillations become obvious as shown in the
inset of Fig. 1�b�. A subsequent fast Fourier transform �FFT�
of the oscillation data results in the spectrum shown in Fig.
1�b�, indicating a primary frequency of 100 T, which, as will
be shown below, is consistent with the oscillations in the
magnetization. The data also suggest the presence of higher
frequency components but at much lower amplitude. These
were not fully investigated in the MR, since they are better
observed in the magnetization. For the same reason, no an-
gular dependence of the field orientation was studied in the
S–dH oscillations.

In a previous S–dH study,10 carried out on a high-quality
thin film, two frequencies corresponding to 1.5 and 3.5 kT
were identified. These frequencies �especially the 3.5 kT
one� do not agree with those observed here �S–dH and dH–
vA�. However, it is known from band-structure calculations8

that the Fermi surface, especially the one of the majority
spins, is very sensitive to small changes of the chemical po-
tential, i.e., the magnetization. In a thin film the lattice can
relax and the magnetization can be different due to the ge-
ometry. This could give rise to very different frequencies
than for the bulk. A strong indication that this is indeed the
case is that the Curie temperature for the thin films is
�150 K, nearly 15 K lower than that for the bulk crystals.
The discrepancy could also arise from film strains unavoid-
ably exerted by the substrate. Note that the experimental val-
ues for the saturation magnetic moment vary between 0.8
and 1.6 �B �see Ref. 8 and references therein� and are in
general smaller than the theoretical estimates, which also
vary considerably. The differences may be attributed to

finite-temperature effects, the multidomain structure and the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy.

The magnetization was measured with a phosphor bronze
cantilever magnetometer. Cantilever magnetometers measure
the torque produced by the sample when placed in a mag-
netic field. This type of magnetometer is extremely sensitive
to changes in magnetization but is not reliable in measuring
the absolute value of the magnetization. For this reason, the
results are presented in arbitrary units. Since dH–vA oscilla-
tions are not dependent on the magnitude of the magnetiza-
tion, this is not a limitation to this study. The sample and
cantilever system was placed in a top loading dilution refrig-
erator inside an 18 T-superconducting magnet at the facilities
of the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory in Tallahas-
see, FL. The cantilever was rotated in the applied magnetic
field to achieve various orientations of the applied field rela-
tive to the crystallographic axes.

For a ferromagnetic sample in an applied magnetic field,
the internal magnetic field, which acts to reduce the total
field, must be considered. The demagnetization factor, D,
was experimentally determined from the initial slope of the
magnetic susceptibility at low field. For the sample used in
this study, the demagnetization factor varied from 0.78 for
field applied along the c-axis to 0.54 for field applied in the
ab-plane. The internal field, Hint, is then calculated from

Hint = Happl − D 4�M , �2�

where M is the magnetization measured on this sample to an
applied field, Happl, of 30 T. Using this method, the effective
field reduction for an applied field of 15 T applied parallel to
the c-axis ��=90° � is �0.15 T or 1% of the applied field.
Since dH–vA oscillations are observed at high magnetic
fields where the demagnetization effect is rather small, the
internal field correction is almost negligible in this study.

The magnetization was measured at 30 mK for sample
orientations with the applied field in the ac- or bc-plane. We
did not observe significant differences in the results for the
field applied in the ac-plane vs the bc-plane. This is not too
surprising in view of the similarities of the theoretical Fermi
surface along these directions and the slight difference be-
tween the a- and b-axis lattice parameters. Despite this it is
still important to use untwinned crystals to minimize the
strain in the sample and thereby reduce scattering. Field ori-
entation is described in terms of degrees away from the
ab-plane such that 0° corresponds to an applied field along
the a- or b-axis and 90° corresponds to applied field along
the c-axis. Data were generally collected every five degrees
between these extremes, however, poor signal to noise issues
resulting from geometric effects on the cantilever made mea-
surement difficult at angles less than 20°.

Typical data for �=70° are shown in Fig. 2�a�, where
dH–vA oscillations can clearly be seen. Multiple frequencies
of oscillation manifest as beats in the oscillation amplitude.
The oscillation frequencies were determined via a similar
analysis as for the magnetoresistance, i.e., the background
magnetization was first subtracted and the results subse-
quently processed with a FFT routine. The obtained fre-
quency spectrum for �=70° is shown in Fig. 2�b�. The peaks
correspond to the fundamental frequencies �identified with

FIG. 1. �Color online�. �a� Magnetoresistance data collected at
30 mK with current and magnetic field applied in the ab-plane; �b�
frequency spectrum of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations present
in the magnetoresistance. The inset shows the oscillations after sub-
traction of the background resistance.
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letters� and their harmonics. In Figs. 2�c� and 2�d� we present
the FFT results for �=90° and �=35°, respectively. In order
to properly identify the fundamental frequencies and their
harmonics it is necessary to follow their angular dependence.

Several fundamental frequencies of oscillation are observ-
able in the data. The dependence of the frequencies on the
angle between the ab-plane of the sample and the applied
field is shown in Fig. 3. Six fundamental frequencies, desig-
nated A–F, are clearly distinguished. They spread over a
wide range of frequencies from 100 to 11 000 T. In addition
to the fundamental frequencies, harmonics of frequencies A,
C, and D are observed.

Two additional frequencies, designated G and H, are
noted in the figure but remain questionable. Frequency G
occurs over a very limited range of angles and is similar to
other fundamental frequencies �C and D�, and, hence, it may
actually be a continuation of one of those frequencies. Fre-
quency H varies between 12 and 15 T and requires a very
large range of magnetic fields to observe multiple periods of
oscillation. The field range used here was insufficient for a
definitive determination of this frequency.

For the frequencies A–F the effective mass of the charge
carriers was determined from the temperature dependence of
the oscillation amplitude. This is accomplished by plotting
the logarithm of the amplitude R over T �see Eq. �1�� versus
the temperature. The slope in the linear dependence between
ln�R /T� and T yields the effective mass of the orbit. The
effective masses are in the range of 4.1–6.9 free electron
masses and are listed in Table I for the field parallel to the
c-axis. These values compare reasonably well with the aver-
age theoretical value of 3.7 me for the effective thermal mass
predicted by Allen et al.7 Note, however, that large magnetic
fields quench the mass renormalization, such that the experi-

FIG. 2. �Color online�. �a� Magnetization data collected at 30
mK. The applied magnetic field was 70° out of the ab-plane. The
inset shows the de Haas–van Alphen oscillations present after sub-
traction of the background magnetization; �b� frequency spectrum
of the de Haas–van Alphen oscillations for �=70°. The inset shows
a more detailed view of the low frequency end of the spectrum; �c�
and �d� shows the frequency spectrum at 30 mK for the field par-
allel to the c-axis and �=35°, respectively.

FIG. 3. �Color online�. Frequency of the de Haas–van Alphen
oscillations at 30 mK as a function of angle between the applied
field and the ab-plane of the sample. The solid lines are a guide to
the eye.
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mental values should be below the theoretical predictions. In
Fig. 4 we show the ln�R /T� vs T plots for three orbits, A, B,
and G, in a field of 14 T applied parallel to the c-axis. The
scattering of the data is probably due to the weak oscillating
signal. The Dingle temperature is obtained for each orbit

from the slope of a plot of ln�RB� vs 1/B at a constant
temperature of 30 mK. Due to the scattering of the data, the
uncertainty in the effective masses is �0.1me on all the or-
bits and the uncertainty in the Dingle temperature is roughly
0.03 K.

Also shown in Table I are the frequencies of oscillation
for each orbit, measured at 90° �B 	 �001��. From these values
the area of the orbits, the average Fermi vector and the Fermi
velocities were calculated and are listed in Table I. The orbits
range from only 1% to 80% of the cross sectional area of the
first Brillouin zone. The average time between scattering
events, 	, was calculated from the Dingle temperature and
when combined with the Fermi velocity gives the mean free
path of the charge carriers. These results are also summa-
rized in Table I.

Finally, we attempt a comparison with the LSDA band
structure calculations of Santi and Jarlborg.8 These authors
calculated the sheets of the FS of SrRuO3 for �a� the ideal-
ized simple cubic perovskite structure and �b� the real ortho-
rhombic structure. These calculations yield totally different
Fermi surfaces, confirming that the FS strongly depends on
the exact structure and on the magnetization of the system.
Since small changes in the polarization or the positions of
the ions can produce dramatic effects on the FS, an absolute
agreement with the experiment cannot be expected. Consid-
ering here Fig. 5 of Ref. 8, we observe that sheets �a� and �b�
correspond to the majority spin and sheets �c�–�f� to the mi-
nority spin FS. The majority spin FS appears to be less stable
to changes in the bands than the minority spin FS.

The largest frequency observed, labeled F, could arise ei-
ther �i� from the “pancakes” in Figs. 5�e� and 5�f� of Ref. 8
or �ii� from the large orbit centered at the 
-point shown in
Fig. 5�e�. The corresponding area in all cases is of the order
of 70%–80% of the cross section of the Brillouin zone, in
agreement with the experimental observation. Since the am-
plitude is proportional to �mperp�1/2, case �ii�, the orbit cen-
tered at the 
-point, is more likely, since it has the larger
perpendicular mass �along the z-direction in Ref. 8�. In ad-
dition, the angular variation of the orbit would lead to an
increase of the cross section, in agreement with the observa-
tions. The pancake orbits of case �i� have a very small mperp
and are probably not observed.

Frequency A could arise from the cigar-shaped Fermi sur-
faces about point Y, again in the sheets shown in Fig. 5�e� of

TABLE I. Measured Fermi surface parameters for SrRuO3.

Orbit f�T� m*�me� Ae % First 
kF� �F TD 	 �ps� mfp

�1014 cm−2� BZ �106 cm−1� �106 cm/s� �K� �Å�

A 118 5.1 1.13 0.88 5.99 1.36 0.54 4.48 610

B 364 6.0 3.47 2.71 10.51 2.04 0.15 15.70 3210

C 1015 5.5 9.68 7.56 17.55 3.69 0.48 5.10 1882

D 1015 5.5 9.68 7.56 17.55 3.69 0.95 2.56 946

E 1500 6.9 14.31 11.17 21.34 3.58 1.37 1.78 637

F 10486 4.1 100.01 78.08 56.42 15.75 1.69 1.44 2265

G 1110 4.1 10.59 8.26 18.36 5.15 0.24 10.31 5306

H 13 0.12 0.10 1.99

FIG. 4. �Color online�. Logarithm of the amplitude over
T , ln�R /T�, vs T for three frequencies, A, B, and G. The slope yields
the effective mass. The scatter of the data is due to the weak oscil-
lating signal.
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Ref. 8. This, however, does not explain the lack of angular
dependence of orbit A. Sheet F also could arise from the
same high energy sheet of the band structure.

In Figs. 5�c� and 5�d� of Ref. 8, close to the P point, there
is a small elliptic feature of an area about three times larger
than that of A. One could tentatively identify this extremal
orbit with the measured frequency B. However, the angular
dependence of frequency B is then not reproduced.

Frequencies C and D are degenerate for �=90°. They
could originate from the orbits in the xy-plane, centered at
the M-point in Figs. 5�c� and 5�d� of Ref. 8. Their area is
about 10% of the cross section of the Brillouin zone and not
very different from the area estimated from the measured
value. Again this picture does not explain the angular depen-
dence observed for C and D. From Fig. 5�c� and 5�d� of Ref.
8, we notice that the cigar-shaped orbit centered at the
Y-point �previously identified as frequency A� is nearby the
orbits centered at the M-point �identified as C and D�. A
proximity in k-space can give rise to magnetic breakdown,
resulting in a new frequency given by D+A. This new orbit
could correspond to the observed frequency G, which could
only be measured for angles close to 90°. The identification
of D+A as G is of course speculative, but the numerical
values of the cross sections are quite close and we were not
able to identify G with any other cross section in the band
structure.

All of the above extremal orbits are associated with the
minority spin bands. Frequency E could be tentatively iden-
tified with the lemon-like sheet of the FS as shown in Fig.
5�b� of Ref. 8 of the majority spin electrons. It should be
noted that this sheet is very sensitive to even small changes
in the magnetization. We do not attempt to identify fre-
quency H.

V. SUMMARY

Angle-resolved dH–vA measurements on SrRuO3 single
crystals have resulted in the detection of at least six funda-
mental frequencies of oscillation. The observed frequencies
range from 100 to 11 000 T and occupy between 1% and
80% of the first Brillouin zone. The effective masses for the
various orbits vary from 4.1 to 6.9 me and the mean free path
from 640 to 5500 Å or roughly 100 to 1000 times the unit
cell dimensions indicating excellent sample purity. We have
attempted a correspondence of the measured frequencies
with the extremal orbits of the FS calculated by Santi and
Jarlborg.8 Five of the orbits would correspond to minority
spin sheets of the FS and one to majority spins. There is
some agreement for the field parallel to the c-axis, however,
the angular dependence of the frequencies is not reproduced
satisfactorily perhaps due to limitations of the cantilever ap-
proach.
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